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Donator of Freeman Plaza reminisces 
Students interview Howard Freeman 140 
In order to learn more about WPI alumni, 
Suzanne Call and Anne-Mane Sylvia, 
members of the S1udent Alumni Services 
Committee of the WPI Alumni Assoctahon. 
met and talked with Class of '40 alumnus 
Howard Freeman As an undergraduate. 
Freeman was an outstanding student and a 
member of the f001ball team for two years 
cone of which was an undefeated season) 
Freeman is Founder, President and 
Chairman of Jamesbury Corporation ln 
Worcester, a company which is a world 
leader 1n the design and manufacture of 
h1gh·pertormance specialty valves. He 1s 
credited with over 20 patents and 1n 1972 
won the WPt Goddard Award for 
outstanding professional achievement by 
an alumnus Recently, he won a 17 year 
tong battle against the Federal Government 
tor a patent Infringement surt worth SB 
m11hon 
Freeman has been an acllve alumnus for 
many years Currently he is V1ce·Chatrman 
of the Board of Trustees at WPI. All WPI 
students appreciate the park·like Freeman 
Plaza located between Salisbury and the 
Pro1ect Center which was a gift of Freeman 
and his wife, Esther 
Freeman is also a Trustee of the 
Worcester Art Museum He holds 
dtrectorships 1n the Rodney Hunt 
Company, Stewart Systems. and Icon 
Corporation. Although he is an extremely 
busy man. he still finds time to en1oy 
traveling and his favorite past-time, sailing 
What follows 1s Freeman's reflection 
upon his education at WPI and his career 
development He also shares some 
thoughts that might be helpful to the WPI 
student 
SAS - What prompted you to attend 
WPI? 
Freeman - There were engineers 1n my 
family and I wanted to be an engineer also I 
grew up in a small coastal town on the 
northeast corner of Boston. I was offered 
scholarships at MIT, RPI, and WPI I wanted 
to go away to school - MIT was too close. 
The student newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
RPI was too far - so I chose WPI 
SAS - Were you happy with your 
choice? 
Freeman - Yes, I was I enioyed school 
very much. but lelt that rt was too 
structured Students were permitted little 
freedom, they were very sheltered in their 
education 
SAS - In general, how would you 
describe the students who attended WPI at 
the time you did? 
Freeman - Most Jett that they should be 
engineers because they liked science and 
math Students 1n engineering schools 
tended to bo introverted and lacking In 
social skills Many felt that they could only 
progress In science and math Many were 
narrow· m nded and did not try to develop 
themselves In other areas My classmates 
told me that I shouldn't be in an engineering 
school because I liked English too much, 
they told me that I should be in a liberal arts 
school! 
(contlnufHI on page 4) 
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Lecture series 
seeks speaks 
Faculty revises 
suspension policy 
by Jim Dyer 
Newspeak. stslf 
Ian Smith's speech was but the first of a 
series of lectures on technology and thtrd· 
world nations. According to President 
Cranch, the series will continue to ·~hreeor 
four more if we can find people " Vice 
president of community relations, Thomes 
Denny, added that 1nv1tat1ons had already 
been e>Ctended to several people, but that 
none had ye1 been accepted. 
Apparently, this 1s only because the 
senes has JUSt been eteated. Cranch has 
always had Interest 1t1 the third world. and 
the idea tor a lecture series was k1ck1ng 
around the Board of Trustees last spring, 
but 1n the form of presenting conservahve 
speakers. According to Cranch, when Ian 
Smtih became avallable. WPI took 
advantage of the opportunity to launch the 
lecture senes Invitations were sent to other 
speakers. including one 1n particular wtth 
views "qurte different" from Smith's 
The sudden birth of the series 1s not an 
unusual occurence, according to Denny 
He cited previous lecture senes on 
product1v1ty and genetic engineenng where 
arrangements had been quickly made He 
related that Smith had been 1n Canada 
when the proposal to have him speak came 
about. It was the suggestion of the Wyman· 
Gordon corporation. Cranch said. that 
brought Smith to WPI Wyman-Gordon had 
tned to have htm speak at Clark Uncvers1ty 
without success 
The senes s sponsored by •·the WPI 
admin1stra1ton:· Cranch said. and paid for 
by the same. This money comes from 
several conventtonal sources. When asked 
which spec1f1c sources had paid for Smith's 
lecture. Cranch responded, ''It's WPI 
money" 
by Annamaria Diaz 
Newspesk slaff 
This past Th•rsday, November 13, 
another Faculty Meeting was held The 
Introductory announcements Wel'e made. 
The most notable decision made was a 
modification ot the present suspension 
pohcy The Pfesent suspension policy 1s 
described on page 50 of the 1980·82 
Operallonal Catalog It shall continue to be 
in effect until July 1981 The new policy, 
which Is to be printed 1n lhe 1981·81 
Operational Catalog. is descnbed below 
A FULL· TIME REGISTERED STUDENT 
SHALL NOT BE PERMITIED TO ENROLL 
AS A REGULAR OR SPECIAL STUDENT 
FOR THE NEXT TWO TERMS (EXCLUSIVE 
OF E TERM) IF, AFTER T WO 
CONSECUTIVE REVIEW PERIODS· 
INDICATING UNSATISFACTORY 
PROGRESS, THE STUDENT AGAIN FAILS 
TO MAKE SASTISFACTORY. PROGRESS 
AT THE END OF THE NEXT TERM NOTE· 
THE FIRST REVIEW PERIOD FOR AN 
ENTERING FIRST YEAR OR TRANSFER 
The Socl.ty of Engtn .. ra would Ilk• to th•nk •II tho" who INlde the Fell 1910 Blood Drive• 1ucc .. a. Thr .. 
hundred and thirty unlU of blood w.re collected. 
SWE It gr•l•ful to those who dbnllt9d blood, time or both; to thole who came but could not donllte •t thlt time; 
to those who donllted prlut to the niffle; and to th09e whOM lunch location w• dt.p411Ced •nd did not become 
lr8te. Prla wlnnen on pege 4. 
STUDENT WILL NOT COUNT TOWARDS 
SUSPENSION 
Subsequent readmission is subject 10 
apl)foval of a pe1tt1on by the Committee on 
Academic Operations A student 
readmitted after suspension returns on the 
unsatisfactory progress list, and will be 
reviewed at lhe end of the third term 1n 
residence 
Students facing academic suspension 
may pelltton the Committee on Academic 
Operations 1f they behave they can snow 
reason why lhey should not be suspended 
'Review Pet1od 
For all returning upper class students, this 
period covers the academic record of the 
lasl four terms of residence. exlud1ng Term 
E, ending wrth either Term A or Term C. For 
new trensfer or first year studonts. the first 
review period covers the hrst lwo terms of 
residence, (either at the end of Term B or 
Term DJ and the second revtew period 
covers the second and third term of 
residence et the end of Term A or Term C 
The defin1t1on of sahsfaclory progress 
has not been modified There were many 
ques11ons concerning 1he mod1hations The 
motion passed. but not unanimously 
The Committee on Academic Polley has 
1nV1ted Roy Seaberg, the Director of 
Admissions, to 1om lhem as a permanent 
guest The aim is lo improve 
communications w th tho Adm1ss1ons 
Department The 1nv1ta1ton is to be renewed 
on en annual basis to the Director ol 
(continued to page 3) 
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OSA accepts challenge 
Brown's clowns will accept 
the meager challenge of that 
small band of renegades known 
as The Commuter Association. 
The winning team will host the 
post-game celebration. 
Downtown Brown 
Ramblin' Robby 
Slammin' Sammy Price 
Bazooka Del uca 
Maria The Mystery Ladv 
J B - Scotch On The Rocks 
~ ~ 
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STAffiTORiAl 
What's the 
big secret 
by Jim Dyer 
Newspeal< staff 
When Ahce was exposed to the bizarre 
events ln Wonderland, she was heard to 
mutter "curiouser and curiouser" on 
occasion. Ahce was banned from campus 
two years ago, but things have still gotten 
curiouser and curiouser, especially the 
evetts surrounding the visit of Mr. Smith 
These events invOlve everything from 
Tweedledee and Tweedledum contrad1c· 
ting each other in Boynton Hall to Cheshire 
magazines that vanish with a gnn. 
When as controversial a person as Ian 
Smith Is given an opportunity to lecture, 
cunous people want to know who sponsors 
him . In fact. it is the1t right to know Two 
publications decided ro pursue this simple 
(in fact, normally routme) matter. 
NewspeaJ< and Worcester Magaz.me. It is 
curious indeed ttiat the parties involved 
with this lecture choose to apply thetr 
efforts to keeping such infomiat1on to 
themselves 
At a press conference. Smith was asked 
if the lecture was sponsored by the 
Wyman·GOf'don Corporation. He replied 
with something to the effect that he wasn't 
sure, though it was hard to hear him (even 
after hours of repeated llStenmgs to a 
cassette) wrth ell the sudden coughing 
going on. The question wasn't really 
answered, although Thomas Denny started 
a fun discussion conceming Mr. Smith's 
m1ss1ng luggage 
There was some Wyman-Gordon 
involvement 1n the presentation, but Its 
exact nature is unclear .. Joseph Carter, 
chairman of the board and president of the 
corporation, and a lifetime member of the 
WPI board of trustees, had a reserved seat 
at the front of Krnnicutt Hall. When asked of 
his involvement, he responded that he was 
a trustee. 
Sill seats had been reserved, five were in 
use. The sixth one was apparently intended 
for Robert W. Stoddard, as his wife was 
s1tt1ng 1n one of the other five (until she left 
when some of the audience applauded a 
Zimbabwe woman) Stoddard, Wyman· 
Gordon's largest stockholder and honorary 
.:hairman or the board, and also a WPI 
trustee, chose to stand off to the side, out of 
view of the videotape crews 
When asked about Smith's presence, 
Roger Perry, chief of public relations here 
(and former pr man for Wyman-Gordon), 
stated that the lecture series had been 
estabhshed. then Smith came along and 
became the "natural choice." Whal really 
happened Is described rn the article. 
"Lecture Series Seeks Speakers" page . 
Though curiosity killed the cat. that ls 
only one of its redeeming qualities. It can 
also lead to the discovery of some brilliant 
comedy. Anyone needing a good laugh 
should read the article by Dan Shea and 
John Riley in last week's Worcester 
Magazme. which describes the lengths 
some people will go to to avoid being found 
riding in a plane. 
Of course, finding last week's WM might 
be a bit ol a trick for the average WPI 
student. Though the Worcester Telegram's 
article 1s proudly displayed in Boynton Hall 
(WT Is chaired by Stoddard, by ttie way). 
WM seems to be Jinxed lately Al 10:30 
Wednesday morning, the magazines were 
brought to campus According to two 
students, they disappeared within the 
space of ten minutes sometime between 
10:30 and 12:00 There were none laying all 
over the Wedge or 1n the garbage, as 
normally happens. The only trace left was a 
Travel supplement from one of the nomad 
magazines. 
Curiouser and curiouser._ 
(USPS 535-'80) 
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(fTTERS 
Newspeak handling of 
Smith inadequate 
To the editor 
In regards to last week's edrhon of 
Newspeak. I have two questions that l 
would like to ask the Newspeak editor and 
staff. I noticed that you gave ample 
coverage to Ian Smith's visit to WPI, and 
rightly so Bui I question the articles that 
were written How come that four out of the 
five articles were written by lhe same 
reporter? Are you afraid that more that one 
viewpoint might be inappropriate? lf 
students and staff read your paper, are they 
entitled to more than one perspective? Or 
should they assume that your reporters can 
write lour articles on the same subject, all 
written without being Influenced by the 
previous article? 
The other question that I have pertains to 
the crowd reaction. Not the negative side 
(we've heard plenty about that) but the 
positive, supportive response. For those of 
you who either attended the lecture or have 
seen the videotape you know what I mean 
But for those who haven't, why hasn't 
Newspeak informed you? I feel that the 
crowd reaction was very significant II was 
fairly obvious that a segment of the 
audience was against Mr. Smith and his 
policies, but 11 was also equally obvious that 
a large segment of the audience was 
sympathetic to Mr Smith. To see lh1s, all 
one has to do 1s to listen to the crowd 
response after Mr. Smith answered 
questions and at the conclusion of his 
lecture and you will see and hear whal f 
mean. Th~re was applause. tong applause. 
for Mr. Smith. Why did this man. a man who 
Is supposed to be so terrible, receive this 
ovation? I don't know. Maybe Newspeak 
can write an article. 
Philip Wengtoskl 
Class of '81 
WPI used as political 
stage for Smith 
by Fred Rose 
I believe that It Is important for people lo 
be aware of how they fit rnto the larger world 
around them One of the major 
consequences of education in the U.S ls 
that it depoliticizes people's lives in terms of 
not teaching people how lo think about the 
impact and implications of their actions and 
behavior and especially not teaching 
people to act on their possible Impact. We 
are not neutral forces Our positions in 
relationship to the institutions and power 
structure In America are definite, and our 
not being aware of them does not make 
them go away but allows for their 
manipulation. 
A clear example of this Is Ian Smith's 
recent speech at WPI Although 
announced as a lecture on technology and 
underdeveloped countries, Smiths 
message was clearly political. He stated 
that the free world 1s losing In competttion 
with the non-tree world and that we in 
America, as the leaders or the free world, 
must assert ourselves in gaining access 10 
the resources we need (especially chrome) 
from Zimbabwe. He went on to justify hrs 15 
year rule or white supremacy For the 
reasons given below. I believe that WPI was 
being used as a pohtfcal stage for member$ 
of the Wyman-Gordon Corporation to get 
the political message across The basis for 
this belief comes from discussions wrth 
President Cranch and members of the 
faculty at WPI and Clark. 
Smith's engagement al WPI was 
arranged after he was refused a platform at 
Clark and after his appearance at a 
business meeting including the Wyman· 
Gordon corporation was canceled. The 
details of this meeting are not clear. The 
rdea to bring Smith to WPI came through 
(continued on ,,a,. 12) 
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Myopia can be cured 
by Jim Dyer 
Newspeak staff 
About two weeks ago, a charming 
little gentleman with a quaint and 
elegant way of speaking came to WPI 
to win our hearts. He told us that we 
were the leaders of the free world and 
offered to do business with us under 
very friendly terms. He warned us of 
evil communists who threatened to 
overrun his home far, far away. 
But wouldn't you know It? There are 
actually some people who don't llke 
our new friend! They're accusing him of 
horrible things - but look how angry 
they are! They can't be rational, can 
because he or she happens to say a 
few things that you agree with? Most 
of the people I've come across who 
agree with Mr. Smith's free enterprise 
pitch tend to discredit and even 
disbelieve the accusations of racism 
and murder. After all, when the same 
person who had just advocated a 
polltlcal position that you may deeply 
believe In claims not to be a racist, It's 
all too easy to believe him and even to 
consider hla critics to be enemies of 
that position. It's called short· 
sightedness, or myopia. 
Whether or not one agrees with the 
polltlcal statements he made Is 
TANGENTS 
they? They're probably part of an 
unAmerlcan group ... 
This, I fear, Is a major school of 
thought concerning Ian Smith on this 
campus. The things he said In his lee· 
lure were a welcome appetizer for 
many who had here their llrst taste of 
Mr Smith: most WPI students love to 
hear about expanding American In· 
fluence and the growth of free enter· 
prise. 
This Is all well and good, but does It 
mean that one can do no wrong 
Irrelevant In regard to these other 
Issues. The facts remain. The facts are 
that this harmless-looking man headed 
a regime predicated on the premise 
that whites should rule over blacks (If 
that Isn't racism, I'm Bonzo's uncle), 
and that 300,000 blacks were put to 
death by this regime. 
Don't take my word tor It, look It up. 
Whatever you choose to do, do it arm-
ed with tacts. It doesn't do anyone 
any good to wallow In blissful Ignor-
ance. Myopia can be cured. 
In deference of the 
freed om of speech 
by Gregg Miiler 
Newspeak staff 
Throughout my time here at WPI, 
people have bee11 telling me that I 
would obtain not only an engineering 
education - but a world of Infor-
mation that would bring societal needs 
and Ideas Into perspective. Nothing 
could have been more accurate. 
In fact, our beloved school seems to 
be a microcosm of society, complete 
with the subtle and more obvious 
polltlcal overtones that often present 
themselves In the real world (as op-
posed to the college world). 
This past week a rather unfavorable 
article appeared In "Worcester 
• 
those magazines from the campus to 
emphasize, to the student population, 
just how Important this freedom Is. We 
would be slmulatlng the way In which 
Information Is withheld In countries 
like Russia and In other communist 
block countries. 
Ad 2: Yes, yea. It's time we did 
something llke that, again. 
Ad 1. That's right, two years ago we 
banned pornography from campus to 
emphasize this same point. Besides, at 
that time, the little rowdies needed to 
be taught who was boss. 
Ad 2: Shh! The tape Is on. 
Ad 1; Oh, yes. As I was saying, like 
last year when we drew up those plans 
SATIRE 
Magazine" with regard to the visit and 
lecture by Ian Smith, former prime 
minister of Rhodesia (now called Zlm· 
babwe). I have It on absolutely no 
authority that the following conver-
sation ensued when the magazines 
were delivered to the campus: 
Administrator 1: What a good bit of 
reporting that article on Ian Smith's 
lecture was. Don't you agree, sir? 
Administrator 2: Why yes, I do. I 
think It's wonderful that the freedom of 
speech In this country allows articles 
llke that to get published. 
Ad 1: I have a simply marvelous Idea, 
sir. 
Ad 2: Oh? What Is that? 
Ad 1: Well, we could confiscate all of 
for that Higgins House parking lot to 
teach how peaceful protest wor~ s In 
our society. 
Ad 2: That was a good one, wasn t It. 
Ad 1: Indeed. 
"Indeed", Indeed! It's so good to see 
that we have such a righteous ad· 
ministration - one that Is constantly 
looklng out for the student's welfare. 
Thank goodness the WPI ad· 
ministration Is not like Boston Unlver· 
slty's - whose primary Interest Is that 
of catering to the whims of trustees 
and corporate benefactors. 
Gets you right there, doesn't It? 
Where, you ask? Don't ask me that 
here. Even a satirist has to think of who 
may be reading his column. 
OFFICE HOURS 
Monday, Friday 11to12 
Wednesday 1to3 
Friday 11to1 
Tuesday, Ylednesday 9to10 
Ylednesday 10to11 
Friday 2to4 
Thursday 10 to 12 
by Steve Kmiotek 
Newspeak stall 
I suppose I should congratulate the 
President Elect, but I don't quite feel 
up to that just yet. I'm still shell· 
shocked, I think. This week, I'll keep my 
comments to a more local commen· 
fused along the way. The state seemed 
to forget that local governments are 
relatively efficient and without corrup· 
lion. la the answer, then, to take that 
tax money (with the 2 Ya o/1 cap) from 
the local governments and give It to the 
state? It's no great secret that 
liMERick oysTERS 
tary. I congratulate Massachusetts. In 
true form, the nation Is converting the 
Commonwealth to conservatism. No 
longer can we boast "Don't blame me, 
I'm from Massachusetts", as after the 
1972 electlon. Not only did the atate 
turn conservative In the Presidential 
race (albeit, not by much), but the state 
passed what It has called "TAX 
REFORM". 
Proposition 2'/a Is, I suppose, some 
kind of noble effort to reduce the tax-
payer's burden. Things Just got con· 
Massachusetts Isn't known for an Ideal 
state government. Everyone gets burn· 
ed - especially the small towns. In· 
surance rates go up. Now, there's the 
possibility of raising state sales and 
Income taxes to compensate. This Is 
tax reform? 
We are being swept by movements. 
Tax reform. Conservatism. The "New 
Moral Majority". Two chickens In every 
pot. Problems aren't addressed -
they're painted over so people wlll 
forget about them or not notice them. 
If you want to do 
the job right ... 
by Tom Nicolosi 
Associate editor 
I must admit something that would 
be an embarrassment for most people 
to admit. Now, I know that some 
people wlll find this surprising but I am 
a believer In cllche's - those are the 
things that your grandmother Is always 
another good ol' saying that I have 
been missing the point of Is that "If 
you want to do the job right don't do It 
yourself." That's right! And all of these 
years here you were doing It yourself. 
So was II But now I know better. If you 
want to do something right get 
somebody else to do It for you whlle 
bull sltoTs 
telling you that you never believe but 
come true every single time. 
My llfe would probably be a lot better 
If I put some faith In them. I bet that I 
would never ever, ever get sick (well not 
all that sick anyway) If I could get It 
straight whether or not I should starve 
a cold and feed a fever or feed a cold 
and starve a fever. For some reason I 
can never get that straight and I always 
come down with these terrible colds 
that put me under for days. Oh well, 
next time I'll ask grandma .. 
Anyway ... that old expression that I 
just mentioned Is one of the things that 
I get wrong all the time. As a matter of 
fact I Just recently discovered that 
you think of other things that they 
could be doing better! 
This I have found Is the key to suc· 
cess. Especially In government. And I 
lor one thank the gods In Olympus and 
Washington, D.C., for the dude that 
first thought of delegating power. 
All right. So you don't get It. Hey, I 
don't get It either, but seeing Is 
believing Oust like an upper level math 
class, man, If It works don't knock Ill). 
OK. Here's how the whole thing 
works. I'll give just one trlvlal example. 
You just voted for President, right? The 
guy that runs the country, right? 
Wrong! (contlnu.d to ,,.,,. 6) 
Soc Comm nominees 
present positions 
John Stroud 
I am a candidate tor chairperson of 
the Social and Fine Arts Committee. 
Presently I am head of maJor show and 
concert production, which has 
prepared me for the position I seek In 
this election. 
My main reason for running Is to 
reverse the downsllde In student at· 
tendance of committee sponsored 
events. I feel this can be accomplished 
with an Increased amount of student 
Input Into the planning of events. 
Although the flnal decision for booking 
does lie with the Programming Board 
and the Chairperson, constructive 
meetings with the general campus 
could help In setting a positive new 
tone tor future events. 
Another reason tor poor attendance 
Is the relatlve anonymity of many per-
formers to the student body. This 
problem can be alleviated by better ex· 
posure and publicity on campus. The 
Incorporation of new techniques to 
generate Interest Is also a concern I 
would follow up on, for there have been 
many auggestlons put forth about ex· 
ploltlng as yet untried means. 
There are other changes I would try 
to accomplish, If elected. These would 
Include a broader range of program· 
ming, such as cultural events. Also a 
better organized and more accessible 
committee would be a goal of mine. 
::;o It you want your share of the 
Social budget more elfectlvely spent, 
Issue me a mandate on December 11th. 
Chris Pappas 
My name Is Chris Pappas, class of 
'83. Presently I am In charge of concert 
security, and have been In charge for 
the past year. 
Social Committee needs a change of 
direction. The student body must get 
Involved. We need Input If we are to 
provide the type of activities the 
student body wants. I propose to have 
open meetings In which the students 
may attend and voice their opinions. 
The present structure of the Socia! 
Committee Is a programming board 
with eight people. These people are the 
chairpersons of the eight subcommit-
tees such as films, concerts, etc. 
These eight people presently make all 
the decisions about how events are 
going to take place. I wlll look for an 
overall opinion of the Soclal Committee 
and any other Input from the school 
when making decisions on events. 
If I am elected, I wlll do my best to 
bring acts of the students' choice to 
this campus. 
... Faculty meeting 
(continued from page 1) 
Adm1s51ons The CAP had not yet received 
a reply 
The Committee on Graduate Studies and 
• Research recommended that the following 
statement be edopted as part of the 
requirements lor the MBA degree 
~ L-~--~--~--------------------~----~--------~~~--~_... ,,, ·- .. . .. 
• This motion also passed.. • • • • 
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SWE announces 
blood drive winners 
Winner's Name 
John Curry 
Cathy Daltoo 
Carta Blakeslee 
Jay Norwood 
David Pecevlch 
Wendy Walton 
Michele Neville 
Karter Fol< 
Harry Hall 
Roger Cleveland 
Doug Rosa 
Larry Massaro 
Charles Evange~os 
Humberto Guglielmina 
Frank Dunn 
Andrew Geroski 
Ted Clanay 
Dave Ireland 
Mar1< Boivin 
Bill Maher 
Lee-Anne Charbonneau 
Kelly Mozesky 
Pnze 
Ice aeam 
tee aeam 
ice aeam 
tee eteam 
ice aeam 
ice aeam 
ice aeam 
cookies 
poster 
men's toiletry Item 
Dianna Ross album 
geometric thing 
discount 
paza 
pizza 
free haircut 
gift certificate 
free dry cleaning 
paza 
free ha1tcut 
gift certificate 
plant 
Donating Business 
Friendly's 
Fnendly's 
Friendly's 
Friendly's 
Fnendly's 
Fnendly's 
Fnendly's 
Honey Farms 
Paper EmpOfium 
Tech Pharmacy 
Day-N1te Super Store 
Classic Toy Shop 
Colonial Inn Gift Shoppe 
Boynton Pizza 
Boynton Pizza 
Paul's Campus 
Shaky Jake's 
Tech Cleaners & Tailors 
Notis PIZZa 
The Hair Circus 
M1U Fabncs 
Harrington Way Florists 
A Term comp results 
(One Year Ago) 
Results, October. i 980 Resuils, October, 1979 
Dept. Total Total Percent Total Percent Total Percent Percent 
Exams NumberAO Passed Passed Exams AD Passed 
Given AD AC & AD AC & AD Given AC & AD 
CM 
CH 
CE 
cs 
EE 
HU 
ID 
LS 
MG 
MA 
ME 
PH 
0 
7 
0 
0 
18 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
34 
1 
TOTALS 63 
2 
3 
0 
2 
1 
8 
29% 6 
17% ,, 
2 
6% 22 
100% 1 
42 
86% 
61% 
67% 
65% 
100% 
67"1t 
0 
6 
0 
0 
20 
0 
0 
0 
8 
0 
27 
3 
64 
33% 83% 
15% 60% 
12Y2% 75% 
11% 67% 
67% 
14% 67~ 
In October of 1980, 1het01al number of repeats was 24, ot wn1ch 13 (54%) passed In Oct-
ober of 1979 there were 20 repeals. of which t 3 (65%) passed The percentage of those 
pass ng In the January. March, June. and October periOds over live years is as follows 
January 
March 
June 
Oct Ober 
1976 
71% 
70% 
69% 
72% 
1977 
80% 
75% 
60% 
66% 
1978 
75% 
70% 
60% 
695% 
1979 
72% 
65% 
74% 
67% 
1980 
703% 
76% 
63% 
67% 
Dorm Advisory Comm. 
announces representatives 
The following candidates have been elected to the Dormitory Advisory Committee. 
Chairman - Stephen Ztnkus 
Morgan HaK Reps - Glenn Z1nkus 
Sanford Ailey Reps -
Darnels Hall Reps -
Stoddard Comple,,; Reps -
Elbridge House Rep -
Ellsworth/Fuller Reps -
Resident Advi&Of -
Congratulations to each ol you! 
Sean Shea 
Claude Valle 
Andrea Gallant 
Kathy Bombara 
Karen Eklol 
Robert O'Shea 
Patty Martone 
Jeff Burdick 
Sheryl Hess 
Michael Valcourt 
Kevin Browning 
Student government approves 
SocComm nominees 
The Student Government announces 
the nomination of three candidates tot 
the office of Socl1I Committee Chair-
men. Each person waa a Soclal Com· 
mlttee member and has served one 
program board. 
Nominees ere: 
Chris Pappas, '83, Chairman of Con· 
cert Security 
Bob Sinkiewicz, '82, Chairman of Pub 
Events 
John Stroud, Chairman of Concert 
Production 
After a thorough question and an· 
swer periOd the executive council 
found each candidate quallfled for this 
position. There will be an open election 
for this position on December 11 from 
10:00-4:00 In Daniels Lobby. 
Food stamp recipients 
may be short changed 
If you are a Food Stamp recipient 
and currently receiving any 
educational scholarships or grants 
(such as BEOG), the monthly amount 
of your Food Stamps may be lncor· 
ractly low. The flnanclal aid office 
received notice that many Welfare 
Department offices are counting as In-
come for Food Stamps part of the 
educational monies which you are 
using for your books, supplles, trans· 
portatlon and other costs of your 
education. These monies are to relm-
buse you for educational expenses In· 
cludlng and· beyond your mandatory 
tuition and fees. However, many 
Department of Publlc Welfare offices 
are applying this Income as Income 
countable In your Food Stamp budget 
thus reducing the amount of Food 
Stamps for which you are ellglble. It Is 
believed that this may be Incorrect. 
You do have the right to challenge 
the amount of your Food Stamps at 
any time, and In particular, If the 
educational monies you receive as 
reimbursement for your expenses are 
counted as Income. You should take 
the following steps to correct this: 
· Ask your Social Worker or Food 
Stamp Ellglbllily Worker for a copy for 
the " Budget Sheet" completed for your 
Food Stamps. 
• Ask for an explanation of the 
budget - what Income waa counted 
and which specific deductions were 
allowed on that Income. 
- Develop an Itemized llst or receipts 
of any educational monies used to 
purchase books, transportation, sup. 
piles, lab fees or any other direct 
educational costs. 
- Find out If you were ever notified 
that your Food Stamps were being 
reduced and If the reduction letter 
speclflcally stated that BEOG money 
was being counted. 
. If you have received a reduction, 
termination, or other letter affecting 
your Food Stamps, request a hearing. 
Do this with in ninety (90) days of the 
data of the letter. This hearing Is In-
formal and allows you to present your 
case by yourself or with an attorney or 
advocate at your local Welfare Office. 
- Contact a local legal services office 
or Food Stamp advocate to check your 
Food Stamp amount, to explaln any 
letters you have received, or to assist 
you at the fair hearing. 
- If you have already appealed your 
reduction of Food Stamps because of 
scholarship Income, regardless of 
whether you lost or won the decision, 
please notify your local Legal Service 
Office with the result. 
... Alumnus is Plan enthusiast 
(continued from peg• 1) 
SAS - Old you play a role in 
1mplemenllng the WPI Plan? 
Freeman - I became a Trustee when 
the Plan was still on the drawing board; I 
was very enthusiastic about the Plan 
I feel that successful people are those 
who can ex1s1 and prosper in an 
unstructured environment Also, a person 
cannot relate to the world unless he has an 
openness and appreciation for things such 
as art music, and culture These things 
bring enrichment to one's hfe. Most 
engineers graduating under the traditional 
system were potentially great people with 
line minds, but they weren't being pushed 1n 
a d1rechon where they could really 
contnbute to society 
SAS - Under the Plan, students are 
required to do a ma1or qualifying pro1ect 
Did you have a s1m1lar requirement? 
Freeman - we were required to do a 
pro1ect also . I was a mechanical 
engineering maior and in my pro1ect I tried 
to develop equipment that would separate 
bobby pins from a pile and place them on a 
card to be sold 
I got as far as putting them on bells at 
d1tferent1al speeds so that they would line 
up My pro1ect was very unique though 
Most other student's pro1ects iust involved 
stress·stra1n curves and were extensions 
of what they had learned in class, there was 
no practical appltca11on involved In my 
pro1ect. I learned how easy rt was not to 
succeed when faced with a practical 
problem' 
SAS - What did you do upon graduation 
from WPI? 
Freeman - I didn't want to work for a 
large company so I began working for 
Rockwood Sprinkler Company. II was 1940 
and everything was accelerated due to the 
war. The President of the company decided 
that he needed this new department I 
reported 10 work on the first day. expecting 
training and a job description. I got neither. I 
was told to do whatever I wanted, there was 
no structure. I created my own jobl 
SAS - Did you return to college to 
further your education? 
Freeman - In 1947 I received an M.S. 
degree 1n Mechanical Engineering from 
WPI This degree required a lhes1s, but 
professional experience was considered a 
substitute tor classwork. In addition to a 
thesis. I was required to pass a four-hour 
oral examination. 
SAS - You worked for Rockwood 
Sprinkler for several years What motivated 
you to form your own company? 
Freeman - While I was at Rockwood, I 
told myself that someday I would start my 
own comapny At that time, Rockwood was 
abysmally managed, 1t was about 40 or 50 
years behind its' time. Whtie there. I did the 
best 1ob that I could and earned numerous 
patents Then 1n 1 954 I was able to form 
Jamesbury. 
SAS - How did you combine your 
1nvent1ng talents with management? 
Freeman - From my previous 
experience, I knew what not to do as a 
manager. Although I had no training 1n 
"what to do," I had good 1nst1ncts I do not 
have an MBA, but I did take many courses 
which gave me a background 1n business 
management Although lhe company was 
founded on my inventions, I no longer 
invent for the company. 
SAS - Why have you stopped 
inventing? 
Freeman - I love to invent, but feel that I 
need to step back and give the younger 
engineers a chance to develop therr talents 
and skills They are given a great deal of 
respons1b11tty and at Jamesbury, the 
opportunity for them to succeed and be 
recognized 1s excellent 
SAS - You are obviously an extremely 
busy person. Yet you are a very active 
alumnus. What sat1sfact1on do you gain 
from being a Trustee and active member of 
the WPI community? 
Freeman - I have a very deep love for 
young people and want to help them 1n any 
way that I can. I also behave strongly tn 
education Another reason that I have 
ma ntained close ties 10 WPI Is that I am 
very grateful for all the financial aid that I 
received when I attended WPI at the end of 
the depression years. I worked my way 
through college. but would not have made it 
ii 11 were not for scholarships and aid that I 
received 
CREATIVITY COLLOQUIUM 
Higgins House 
November 22 and 23 
12 noon· 9 p.m. 
Tuesday, Novtmber 17, 1980 NEWSPEAK 
Every Man for Himself is a washout 
by Maureen Higgins 
Fes tures editor 
Every Man for Himself, Godard's 
latest film, Is premiering now In New 
England. The N lckolodean Cinema was 
packed and those streaming out after 
the first show supplied such helpful 
hints as " Don't bother - wait In llne 
for something else" or " We kept 
waiting for something to happen and 
nothing did." The film Is Indeed slow 
moving, time passage Is not clear: Is It 
three days or one year In the llves of 
the main characters? 
Paul and Denise are lovers and have 
been for some time. He's married, but 
Is separated from his wife. It seems llke 
the movie Is going to center on their 
problems and Inevitable breakup. But 
the spotlight turns to the life of 
Isabelle, a prostitute that Paul slept 
with. The movie Is divided Into four 
"chapters": L'lmaglnalre (Denise's 
story), la Peur (Paul's story), le Com· 
merce (Isabelle's story), la Muslque (In· 
tegrates the other stories and there Is 
strange (Hello God calllng) music once 
and awhile throughout. 
Denise (Nathalie Saye) keeps a Journal 
which someday might be a chapter In a 
book. She's the Imaginative one. She's 
tired of the Instability of her relation· 
ship with Paul and wants to break It 
off. In fact, she's dissatisfied with 
everything Including the job at the TV 
studio where she and Paul both work, 
She wants to give up the city life and 
live simply In the country supporting 
herself by doing farmwork and riding 
her bike. 
Paul 1s a filmmaker and maybe rt's his sell 
pity and preoccupation that make him unat • 
ract1ve , rather than his physical 
appearance. He lives in a fancy hotel, 
underscor1na h1s lml)Elfmanence. Everyone 
else seems to be gomg somewhere with at 
least some plans for the future. except him 
- he's drifting. reacting, not acting. He 
seems afraid to live. The character, Paul 
Godard, 1s a self-portrait or Godard the 
director. The fllm seems to sum up his view 
ol the world - petty, isolated, wrth every 
person out f0< himself. hence the lltle. Arter 
Paul's meeting Isabelle grew to sleeping 
with het. lhe him centers on her life belOfe 
tying 11 all up 
Isabelle (Isabelle Huppert) la cute, 
but practical. She drives a red Renault· 
5. As a prostitute, she's detached from 
her work and Its kinky cllentele. She 
wants a better llfe for herself and Is 
thinking about changing her OC· 
cupallon If she can find another as 
lucrative. Isabelle helps her kid sister 
Into prostitution with elementary 
points and demands 50 percent of the 
take. Isabelle is looking for an apart· 
ment and while turning a trick 
manages to telephone in response to 
an ad for an apartment. But of course, 
Page& 
It's Denise's. 
Actually, ninety.five percent of the 
film's running time seems to be 
devoted to characterization and 
background Info, so that the viewer can 
understand tha bleakness and ap· 
propriatlon of the closing scene. 
The American title for the film was 
Slow Motion at last year's Cannes's 
Fiim Festival. This Is because of 
GOdard's technique of motion which 
calls attention to certain key 
movements and actions, so that they 
can better examine an embrace, 
Denise riding her bike, a slap. 
Every Man for Himself Is rated X. 
Why? There Isn't much sex on the 
screen only suggestions, It's mostly In 
the soundtrack. 
Every Man tor Himself, rated x, 
French with subtitles. Nlckolodean 
Cmema, Commonwealth Avenue, 
Boston . 
... Fractured cliches 
lead to confusion 
(contlnwd front,_,,. 3) 
Creativity colloquium 
to start Saturday 
I hate to tell you this, but the 
President doesn't run the country. Sur· 
prised? Don't be. He and all other 
politicians know the trick. The trick ls 
that you don't do tha work. You hire 
somebody else to do the work for you 
and than you take all the credit. Or all 
the flack. 
You see the president, con· 
gressmen, and senators have all 
got these big staffs that do all their 
policy analyses for them. It's true that 
they make the flnel decisions aa to 
how to vote or to act on things, but all 
the Information that they get Is from 
their staffs. So no matter how good the 
man Is that you vote for he, In the and, 
Is only as good as his staff - the 
people with the BS's and the BA's and 
even the Ph.O.'a that work under them. 
But don't fHI bad. With the complexity 
of things that pass through 
Washington avary day there Is no way 
that your senator or congressman 
could ever do all the work that Is 
necessary to run the country 
singlehandedly. 
I mean aren't you glad that Carter 
wasn't really the one that was running 
the country for the last four years? Or 
aren't you? 
by Maureen Higgins 
Features editor 
Creative Colloquium, set for next 
weekend In Higgins House, Is an at· 
tempt to provide a sense of community 
for creative people at WPI. It's also an 
opportunity for people appreciative of 
artistic/creative efforts to share In their 
fellow WPI students' abilities. 
The format for this event Is such that 
graphic works Including photography, 
batik, line print, and needlepoint wlll 
llne the walls (flrat floor Higgins 
House) for viewing, while semi· 
continuous audio-visual performances 
go on In the main hall. Poetry readings, 
skits and plays, fllm1, dance, music 
(lots of cluslcal, folk, and rock), and a 
woodcarving workshop are Just a sam· 
pie of what's planned. 
Organized by Eric Cunningham with 
the help of Dean Brown, the Creative 
Colloquium wlll run from 12·9 p.m. both 
Saturday and Sunday (November 22nd 
and 23rd). What's the follow 
up? Who knows, but Cunningham la 
thinking (actually 1tlll In the fantasy 
stage) of creating a WPI counsel of the 
Arts for continuous support of this 
kind of happening. 
INTERSESSION 1981 
CATALOGS 
NOW AVAILABLE! 
At the Intersession Office 
Higgins Labs 121. 
Registration for WPI students 
December 1- 5, 1980 
11:00 - 3:00 p.m. at the Wedge 
Pagel 
NEWSPEAK TuHday, November 18, 1980 
WPI marathons ·throughout thew 
' 
for the United 
•My 11 thll amooth." 
Photos by 
Keith Agar 
and 
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Te.,,, Foo.bell. 
Tueaday, Noffmber 18, 1880 
eek end 
Way 
The N .. EnglMd Patrtota CtMerlMden 
911 TNlk euct1oM a helrdryer. 
• " ALPHA CHI RHO John McNamara Scott Wahlstrom Steven Wallet 
William Wheaton 
John Whrttacker 
Minot Wood 
Steven Wright 
- John Melvin 
~ Mark MeHi 
· 1 William Andrew Chfistopher Roche 
William Flynn David Santos 
Steven Gardner Joseph Santos 
' Richard Hilow Thomas Smerczynsk1 
l John lannarone Wilham Simpson Robert Morton Dean Stockwell 
' Robert Power Joseph Sweeney 
Mitchell Wnght Salvat0<e Vella 
Joseph Veilleux Daniel Ward 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ~~~~~~t:'n 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
Daila Blaus 
Karen Brock 
Kimberly Cote 
Catherine Culnane 
Karen Eklol 
Deborah Lee Allen 
Susan Ames 
Ctvistine CataldO 
Leslie Cornwall 
Linda Dunn 
Kathleen Goulding 
Chnstel Goy 
Laura Fiorella 
PHI GAMMA DEL TA Mary Foley 
Mary Ingemi 
Margaret Kenny 
Lisa La Chance 
Debra Lamontagne 
Kelli Mackey 
Deena Onente 
Elaine Phelan 
Michelle Provencal 
Donna Mc Rae 
Marie RiStuceta 
Deidre Urbaetis 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Eric Borgstedl 
Jeff Broberg 
Gregory Early 
Craig Falkenheml 
Daniel Farrar 
Marty Ferguson 
Paul Ahh1anian 
Craig Baptiste 
Todd Cimino 
Michael Grasis 
Mark Gustafson 
Aristotle Kassos 
Dennis Leonard Jr. 
Thomas Levergood 
Kevin Madden 
David Metrano 
Mark Millay 
Ronald Nichols 
Robert O'Shea 
Mark Padula 
Girard St Pierre 
Perry Aiani 
Douglas Rich 
Ronald Rondinone 
Michael Schwinn 
Peter Sdf8f1en 
Timothy Ufert 
Jay Zavada 
Martina Gorski 
Ann Gustafson 
Deborah Hanna 
Dedorah Harrow 
Patricia Hester 
Corrine Juneau 
Allison Krebs 
Susan Langlais 
Lyn Libertine 
Helen Libsch 
Patricia Martone 
Christine O'Connor 
Lisa Orlan 
Mary Park 
Julie Ruksnartis 
Karen Ruest 
Andrea Siano 
Julie Simanonok 
Nancy Smith 
Stephanie Strohbeck 
Karla TWedl 
Maureen Walsh 
PHI KAPPA THETA SIGMA ALPHA EP1LO 
John Laity Louis Castriotta Ill 
Lawrence Masaaro Marie Cincotta 
Doug Anneser 
Laurence Chtn 
Walter Niziolek Brian Coleman 
John Packer Steven CrisciOne 
Patrick Courtney 
Kevin Cross 
K~n Prince Paul Graut8kl 
Gregory Ryan James Hanna 
John Crowley 
David Dymek 
Gregg 5peef Thomas Harris 
Michael Stone Gregory Langer 
Peter Gaudette 
Michael Gilbert 
David Williams Enc Langevin 
Darrel Wong Donald Letson 
Paul Hardy 
Scott Hunt 
DELTA PHI EPSILON ~~:~ ~::iouse 
Duncan Keill 
Joseph Lenard 
Richard linnehan 
Katherine Bombara 
Beverly Fitzback 
Sharon Hemingway 
Manon Kelter 
Eiieen Kelhhef' 
88lbara Mace 
Angela Padavano 
Christine Pelosi 
David Parker 
Sean Shea 
Stephen Smith 
Roger Uszakiewicz 
Brian Wetzel 
ThOmas Wrlsack 
Steven Mc Pherson 
John Muse 
Paul Nowak 
Joseph Ratte 
WiHiam Rudman 
Peter Schibly 
RObert Smith 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA RObert Schwartz 
Robert Zides Kathryn Spteler Kenneth Arruda 
Wendy Stebbins Kevin Collamore 
Wendy Walton John Curry SIOMA PHI EPSILON 
• ...... BDA CHI ALPHA George Duane William Abbott ~ John Economou David Ar .... arson 
Charles Andrew 
Rodney Bates 
Jeffrey Bulette 
Thomu Caty 
Gregory Ournand 
Tracy Gamble 
Frederick Gummow 
Nicholas Hannon 
Robert Hendef'son 
Peter Hunt 
William Hyland 
Steven Joyce 
Greg<>f)' Kelly 
Ste~n Labltl 
James Linhares 
Robert Lokuta 
Peter Manno 
Peter Manca 
Joseph McCartin 
John McDonald 
Timothy Fitzpatrick Paul Becotte 
Paul Goodnch Allen Bielawski 
David Gray Patrick Brady 
James Hagerott Scott Burton 
Gregory Hagopian David Collette 
Richard Ha1ec Kevin Conlon 
Steven Hall David Connoly 
Douglas Henderson Greg Oanti 
Varon Hocnman Kenneth Dieselman 
James Hoey Charles Evangelakos 
Michael Kagen Lawrence Glennon 
Steven Levander Bnan Goodwin · 
Roderick Maclellan Jr. Char1es Hickey 
Joseph Ledoux Jack Holzman 
Philip Hallee Eric Kander 
Kevin Men1ce Michael KranpetZ 
Edward Perry Frank Krohn 
Michael Sapack Mark LeFebvre 
David SekorSki Bruce MacRae 
Dana Smrth Andrew McCarthy 
William Ta or II 
Randall Mocaldo 
Edward Moffitt 
Kenneth Nylen 
Richard Pochepan 
Jame~ Pouhopoulos 
Richard Ringler 
Jeffrey Sofloway 
Dennis Stinson 
Michael Stoll 
Richard Testa 
Richard Walker 
SIGMA Pl 
Frank Bronzo 
Paul Chieffo 
Barry Grenier 
Scott Hess 
Michael Hobson 
Paul Huehmer 
Mark Lanciautt 
Leonard La Padula 
Christopher Lavallee 
Kenneth Lovegreen 
Kenneth Messier 
Michael Morrill 
Michael O'Bflan 
Steven Pakulski 
Aolphe Parsloe 
Steven Punt 
Scott Rudge 
Frank Sansevero 
Andrew Stewart 
Phlllp Young Jr. 
Douglas Valentine 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
Michael Atamian 
Edward Barron 
Michael Brrere 
George Burgess 
Ronald Caldwell 
Christopher Darsch 
David Elliot 
Andrew Feder 
Jeffrey Forsythe 
Michael Fotlades 
Mark Mc Guann 
Richard Priestley 
Andrew Reid 
Glenn Ross 
Paul Stephenson 
Benedict Valcour 
THETA CHI 
Dennis Aves 
Timothy Brennan 
Frank Connolly 
Gerry Frederickson 
Doug Gilleran 
Barry Joseph 
Lawrence Marini 
John Mathews 
Mike Mcintyre 
James Melvin 
Todd Moore 
Jack Nickerson 
Erle Thune 
Paul Thueston 
Anthony Urrico 
ZETA PSI 
Paul Bono 
Edward Coy 
Gregory Doerschler 
Douglas Frey 
Andrew Geroski 
Alan Godman 
Peter Langfield 
Ken Larsen 
Donald Lindsay Jr. 
Michael Peszynski 
Evan Pressman 
Stephen Rollins 
Tue1day, November18, 1MO NEWSPEAK 
Ultimate fares well In 
regional competition 
KAP wins football 
championship 
by Kristi Thompson 
For the last two weekends, psyche 
was the key word for the WPI Ultlmate 
Team The rewards for the combination 
ol psyche and intense playing the 
team is now ranked second 1n New 
England (first In the sectlonala) and 
fourth In the North Eastern Region 
which Includes N.Y., MA, VT, RI, NH, 
ME. and CT. It began Saturday (Nov. 1) 
when Westfield forfeited to WPI. There 
was a feeling they were afraid of this 
"whoople" psyche which only caused 
11 to build. Then through some strange 
happening, WPI was then slotted to 
play ZULU, UMass's Women's team. It 
was Indeed an Inspiration to finally see 
women breaking Into what has been 
for the most part a male dominated 
sport. ZULU played well but they Just 
could not hold back the WPI team. 
The next team had the potential to 
give WPI an Intense game and Indeed It 
was. Middlebury, (regarded as one of 
the best teams In New England) has 
made It to the regionals the last two 
years. With such things as Tim Fitz-
patrick's amazing catch and Alan 
Caves' Insurmountable blocks, the WPI 
Team beat Middlebury 14·11. WPI was 
In the semi·flnals of the sectionals. 
The second day for the sectionals 
had WPI pitted against UMass, who 
has long been one of WPl'a most 
determined arch rivals, although they 
have not beaten WPI since the first 
meeting. The early morning UMass 
dropsies struck the WPI team. 
However, WPI was not to be denied 
beating UMass, 12-10. Whoople was o~ 
Its way to the Nationals In Atlanta by 
winning the aectlonals, the first time In 
the team's four year history. 
The followlng weekend (Nov. 8-9) 
was the North Eastern Reglonals with 
the best eight teams In New e'nglana 
NY, and NJ. Mlddlebury had also mad~ 
It to the regionals and as fate would 
have It, were slotted to play WPI In the 
first game. 
by Ja. Grimes 
Newspeak staff 
Lambda Chi was a strong favorite 
going Into the playoff as they were the 
only undefeated team during the 
regular season. In the final game of the 
regular season KAP and Sig Ep battled 
to determine playoff seating. Due to 
cold temperatures and high wlndp 
neither team could generate any offense. 
However with 15 seconds left In tne 
game, Brian Dalton hit Hal Ekberg on a 
forty yard paaa for a touchdown to win 
the game 6-0. The KAP victory caused a 
three way tie for second place, bet· 
ween ATO, Sig Ep and KAP. Their 
positions In the playoffs were deter-
mined by draw and LCA met SEP whlle 
ATO played KAP. The Lambda Chi YS. 
Sig Ep game was a tough defensive 
battle and went Into double overtime. 
With three seconds left In the second 
overtime period Sig Ep had the ball on 
their own two yard llne. A LCA blitz 
caught Sig Ep In the endzone for a 
safety, giving them a 2-0 victory and 
moving them Into the finals. The KAP 
vs. ATO game was more offensive. KAP 
won the game 18-8. The championship 
game was destined to be a thrlller as 
both houses lined the sldellnes. LCA 
found It dlfflcult to generate any offenae 
while KAP seemed to move the ball 
for short gains. KAP got a break to get 
(ClOlfffltwd lo ,,.,,. f 1) Middlebury was definitely out to 
avenge their loss at the sectlonala as It 
had forced them to fight It out In the 
losers bracket. Their determination 
wasn't enough, though, aa they lost 12· 
6. It was a tough game with Middlebury 
ahead by three at one point. But the 
Whoople psyche then prevailed with a 
scoring streak of 9 goals. 
Regular Seaton 
TOUCH FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
Playoff• 
Tufts has been a regular on the WPI 
schedule, and Is another team which 
has not been able to beat WPI In recent 
times. Tufts also wished to avenge 
their losses. But they were controlled 
handily throughout the game with WPI 
winning 15-12. ( ti _ _. 
con nu- on pegfl 10) 
LCA 11-0 
KAP 9-2 
SPE 0 9-2 
ATO 9-2 
IT 6-5 
SAE 5-6 
FIJI 5-6 
MM 3-7 
CROWS 1-7·1 
TKE 1-8-1 
D3 1·9 
ZP 0·9 
LCA 
SPE 
KAP 
ATO 
IMAGINE the potential of a career with a company 
that makes 90,000 products for 300 different Industries 
IT'S A REALITY AT PARKER! 
We're Parker Hannifin, a rapidly growing FORTUNE 500 company with 100 manufac· 
turlng plants around the world. 
Wherever people are gathering, processing, manufacturing, transporting, recycling 
or maintaining the materials and machines that shape their world, we're Involved ... 
providing fluid power systems components and other products for aviation, space, 
automotive, marine and virtually every industrial application you can think of. 
For talented graduates, Parker offers the flexibility and challenge that per~its you to 
achieve your full potential. Careers can begin In many areas - Sales Engineering or 
Finance, for example. 
Find out more about the opportunities to share our stake In the future. 
At Partier, 
manufacturing and 
lnduetrl•l .nalneera 
develop practice I 
tolutlont to design 
and production 
problem•. Starting 
at th• dralllng. 
table, thlt lnduttrlal 
englnttt' help• 
decide COit efltc· 
live production 
machinery and 
more economlcal 
m8'hodt of produc· 
tlon flow and 
mattrlalt handling. 
GraduatH may get 
Involved In the 
dtvtlopmtnt of 
highly aophl•tl· 
cattd equipment, 
llkt lhll hlgh·tpttd 
spray analyzer 
which test• aircraft 
fuel nozzle 
•fllclency. Parker 
englnHB Invented, 
dttlantd and 
developed this 
machine. • 
Finance and 
Accounting 11 not • 
tredltlonal book· 
keeping function at 
P1rktr. Flnanclal 
ttudltt and t'Ke>m-
mtndatlona art an 
Integral pert of the 
dtcltlon·m•klng 
proetH II •II levels 
of th• Company. 
Partler Hannifin wlll 
be holdl119 campus 
lntemewa here on 
Monday, February 23. 
Visit your placement 
offtc. for detall1 
If unable to schedule an 
Interview then, we Invite 
you to send your resume 
to: Mr. Russ Lancaster, 
Parker Hannifin Corpora-
tion, 17325 Euclld Avenue, 
Cleveland, Ohio «112 
Parker 
An Equal Opportunity 
Employer, m/f 
LC~ 
KAP 
KAP 
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clAssifiEds 
YOU KNOW me but I don't know you -
who are you JR? 
FOUND: ONE pair of expensive, llned 
IHther gloves. You dHcrlb• them and 
tell me approxlmately where you lost 
them ind they're yours. Contact Pat at 
756-4249 or Box 1785. 
TO BEN Dover, Who Is the bo11 and 
why doesn't he get any artlclea In tnts 
paper. H•'• a good writer and not• bad 
p-·n•r either. We're trying to kHp track. 
Th• Counters 
,-------------------------------- DEAA PAUL Greg A. Ill OODOl!I Don't call me that! 1111 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
NEWSPEAK willl run classifieds free for all WPI students, faculty and staff. Free 
classifieds are limited to 6 lines. Those over 6 Imes must be paid for at the off-
campus rate of 25 cents/line. Deadline is Saturday noon for the following 
Tuesday Issue. Mail to WP/ Newspesk Box 2472, or bring to WPI Newspeak, 
Room 01, basement, Sanford Riley Hall. Forms must be filled with name. address, 
and phone no. for ad to be pnnted. 
TO THE person who took the six 
po.ters and framH from Stoddard B 
during term A vacation: PIHH return 
them to the Infirmary - no questions 
Hked. 
TO NOT a vlcUm - that's your loaa, 
not mlnelllll - Sue P.S. If I had a llst, 
you would NOT be on ltl 
RSC - At a party at Theta Chi, 
Raggedy Ann was made to cry. A 
brown haired boy had pinched her 
buns, but from thla boy she did not run. 
lnstHd ah• turned and stared him 
down - and shot his ego to the 
ground.CC 
I 
I NAME 
NEED RIDE to Stoora·UConn Nov. 25. 
Need room for two people wlll pay for 
g11. Wiii be able to IHve around 1 p.m. 
Cont1ct Jim at Box 1666 - thanks. 
ADDRESS---------- TOTAL ENCLOSED __ _ 
JOIN THE WPI Nuke Cits Foundation, 
Box2029. 
DEAR LARRY, Suicide la fatal! 
Although dHth be not proud, being • 
king, may th• rlchneaa be yours. I hope 
It's nobody el••'•I (If you get my drift!) 
Wh1't'1 the story 1bout (3:00) morning 
glory? 
AD TO READ AS FOW-OWS: 
Allow only 30 characters per line. 
-----------------------~ I 
AHHHI GREETINGS ... you are Invited 
to spend an evel)lng wldt de D.W. on 
D2nd. De dHd ffftch alone are not 
enough. Help de poor workers on d• 
docks Hm de goodt wages so dat de 
chlldren In de Homeland wlll not starve. 
PIHH give generously to de O.W. 
at de end of your stay. (Yea, Is veddy 
goodt dat you do dis.) Farewell •.. 
Alphonso, Jeddy, & Luigi 
DEAR MAID Marlon, Did you hear 
about the 3 bears, the 3 pigs and Kathy· 
hood? They all got attacked by a 
rooster! But one of the pigs blam him 
downl Good bedtime story huh! Swfft 
DrHma! 
---------------------3 I 
---------------------4 I TO SEXY AnklH, When the chips are 
down, Lays come through with a 
crunch. ---------------------5 I DEAR ROBIN Hood, Sherwood Forest h11 been pretty quiet lately, why? Did 
you mlsa the target? We've spotted too 
many golden arrows I 
---------------------8 I 
---------------------1 I ---------------------~& I 
--------------------- 9 I 
ATTENTION 04041 We have th• BHch 
Boys. If you want to hear them again 
It'll cost you 51,000,000. If you don't 
pay, the raccoon will be nextll I 
M11ked Avenger .. ---------------THE ME COMP - What not to do, and 
wher9 not to go wrong. Come and Hk 
the people who grade them. Sponsored 
by ASME Student Section, Nov. 20, 4:00 
p.m.,HL109. 
HAVE THAT dirty floor clHMd by 
prot ... lonala. S20 does any floor. For 
an appointment call Donati Shoe Co. 
753-8186. 
FOR SALE TEAC ex 270 CHHtt• deck 
with LEO meters S125. Quartz locked 
turntable with Nagatron cartridge 
aaklng S125. Wiii consider a package 
deal, contact John Box 231 or 757-8051. 
FOR SALE! ski boots, Nordic• comps, 
1 yr. old, excellent condition, complete 
with acceuorfea; best offer, size a, 
contact Dave at Box 2447 or call 798-
2458. 
DRUM SET: Blackjack - Includes 
bau, sMre, tom-tom, floor tom, stands. 
Red sparkle, excellent condition. 
S325. Call 853-1848 after 5 p.m • 
... Fr/zbee 
goes to Atlanta 
(confined from p,.e 8) 
awoke to rain. Boston Aerodisc (BAO) 
has long been WPl'a arch enemy as 
WPI has yet to beat them, although 
WPI has come close twice, only to lose 
by 1 and 2 goals. BAO is very possibly 
this year's national champions as they 
After two tough games, WPI met up 
with Cornell, the winner of the NY sec· 
tlonals and the 5th place winners of 
last year's nationals. Coupled with It 
being their third game on a very cold 
day and more accurate passing on 
Cornell's part, WPI lost Its first game, 
12-8. 
Sunday morning, the WPI team 
are considered to be a semi· 
professional team. WPI found Itself 
confronted by this team In the semi· 
finals of the regionals. 
In the early part of the first half, WPI 
found Itself ahead of BAD. But this was 
not to last, the mastery of BAO's of. 
tense was not held back by the 
Whoopie defense. WPI had now lost 
the final chance to go to the nationals. 
Except for the disappointment of not 
being a part of the National Cham· 
plonshlps, the two weekends were the 
high point of WPl's Ultimate Career. 
The team had never had as much In· 
tensity, psycha, and togetherness ever 
before. It was definitely a team spirit 
anq none shall ever forget the feeling. 
I 
·------------------' 
TO AGO slaters: Thanks so much for 
everything. You're t~ best. let's drink 
a toast to th• Alpha Gama ... the 
G,.ateat Girl• we know. love, Your 
Pledges. 
WHERE OH where la the beat place 
near campus to get your car fixed by 
efficient and speedy mechanic at 
,. .. onabl• rates? To find out. call 
John at 799-81H, or box 2090. 
SKI BOOTS for aale: Hanson Avantl az 
(3) 9-10, orange. Excellent condition; 
best offer. Call Brian 754-7919 or Box 
2227. 
DOCTOR CELLOPHANE - I tried your 
cure but nothing happened. 
However, some sub·human ch•p with 
no teeth popped In and Insisted on 
slngl09 "London Celling," slobberl09 
all over my stereo. What do I do with 
him?? Jimmy Saran-Wrap 
TO THE Pseudo Jesus lover, your gold 
witch la very attractive but It'• not 
worth the marriage - from WPI 
PETTY THEFT la a problem In almost 
every business In the USA - hey, how 
come OAK.A Is the only bualneaa I've 
ever gone to where I have to take my 
coat off and leave my valuablH unat· 
tended? 
STEVE, I heard about your claH. I'm 
very, very Interested, whe,. can I get 
Information? Should I check out th• 
FPC headquarters? Whit are the 
chances that I could AD the course? 
Signed, the unknown date 
HELO REGIS, Hello?, Anybody home? 
Hello? ... Well, George, better luck next 
time. Morgan 2nd Road Trippers 
HI CC from PA Did you uy hi to me? I 
think we should go on a bike ride 
together before It 1now1. It wlll be cold, 
but I know some warm places we could 
go. RSVP - MS from MA 
DEAR PROFESSOR Dudeface, We've 
been checking out the equation, and 
we have some questions: la It con· 
tlnuous? la It dlfferentlal? What's the 
area under the curn? What's the 
average speed? And Is the flnal always 
greater than the Initial? PIH .. reply I 
TO THE obnoxious person on Riiey 
2nd: Wiii you pl•H• kMp your rotten 
eggs to younselfl? Don't air It In the 
hallways I Gaaplng on Riiey 2nd 
HEYi DR. Johnny Cellophanelll I think 
your mualcal taat• atlnkal Anybody 
who subjects themaelvH to Punk and 
New Wave needs to SM a shrlnklll 
Nuke the Claahl - Stanley 
OK, OKI I know I promr19cf a VlnY.I 
Views this week, but my tumtsbl• • 
broken! The girt from downstairs put• 
Donns Summer record on It. Back next 
week with Talklng Heads and the 
Vapors. 
WE'RE TUNED IN TO YOUR WORLD 
• 
The decision you make in the next few 
month1 will aet the direction of your 
profeHional career. We invite you, 
the new coll~e paduat.e, to join us as we 
move ahead tn a positive direction. 
In thl' past five year1. Scienllfic·Atlant.a 
hu achieved annual growth rat.ea of 30 
percent in aalN and 47 percent in net 
eamin1s The direction ofthe '80'1 will be 
the continued development of high 
technoloo produce. for communication• 
and in1trumentabon market.a · expanding 
markel.a in which Scientific-Atlanta is 
an established leadu. 
Scientific-Atlanta, In<"., is an inter· 
national leader in the deeig-n and 
manufacture of equipment for satelhte, 
cable television, eneTgy managemenl 
and home secunty mdustries Our other 
area of concenlT'ation is lhe manufaclure 
and 11ole of teal and mea&urement 
Scientific 
Atlanta 
• 
inetrumente for industrial, telecommuni· 
cations and government applications, 
Scienlific·Atlanl.a ll large enough lo 
offer you excellent tienefita and 
compeneation, but email enough to be 
personal. You will work aide by aide with 
aome of the top profeeaionala in your field, 
Our technical environment offers 
excellent opportunities and advancement 
potential ror creative individuals with 
technical know-how who are ready lo 
try new ideaa. 
If you are en Electrical or Mechanical 
Engineer seeking direction lhen look 
to Scientific-Atlanta. 
Vi11il your Placement Office fordetn1leof 
our upcoming vieit tn your campus on 
Monday, Nov 24. • 
SCIENTIPIC.ATl.AN'rA 
3B45 Pleasant.dale Road 
Allan ta, Georgia 30340 
l-80(}.241-0.146 
Ail AfftnnativtAction Employ~M1 F1VIH 
Tuesday, November 17, 1880 
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CAMPUS CApsulEs 
Printing Hhlblt 
A small sampling from the vast 
resources of materlal on the history of 
Amerrcan printing 1a being exhibited al 
the American Antiquarian Society now 
through November 28 
What early Americans read Is shown 
through booksellers account books, 
library association records, and 
catalogs of Imported books. 
A number of pieces In the exhibit 
Illustrate the production of printed 
material. These Include a salesman's 
sample book lllustratlng customers 
options In binding styles and the first 
American printers manual. 
Advanced work In blbllography and 
the history of the book trade has been 
at the core of the Society's mission 
since its formation, 168 years ago. 
Founded by a publlsher, Isaiah 
Thomas, the library has continued to 
collect printed source material relating 
to the history and culture of the United 
States to the year 1877. 
The exhibit was assembled by John 
B. Hench, AAS Research and 
Publication Office. The Society Is open 
from 9 to 5 Monday through Friday. 
CS majors 
Otten companies will call the Com· 
puter Science Department for student 
employment ava1lablllty. For this 
reason, will all CS Juniors, seniors and 
graduate students please stop by the 
department office and flll out a " Future 
Plans" form. 
Oriental dance 
Orienta! Dance Classes wltl be of· 
fered on campus on Fridays at noon by 
Melanie Lajoie. 
For more Information, contact 
Melanie Lajoie, HL 121 , ext 591 . (Credit 
available.) 
HHtth Mnlcea 
Eiieen Rafferty, Nurse Practitioner 
at the Health Services Office, wlll pre· 
sent a program for the women studenta 
on birth control and sexuality. The two 
separate programs wlll be held In God· 
dard 22.7 " on November 19th and 
December 3, from 1to9 p.m. 
·Please note the change of room. 
... IM football finals 
(continued from P811• I) 
good fleld position on a turnover and 
Dalton threw a 15 yard pass which 
deflected off the Lambda Chi defender 
Into the hands of Joe Celentano tor the 
touchdown. LCA never got any offense 
going and Just couldn't put any points 
on the Board. Late In the game they 
were caught for two softies making the 
final score 11-0 KAP. 
Lambda Chi seemed to be still 
sluggish from their battle with Sig Ep, 
but Brian Dalton proved to be the dlf· 
ference In the KAP attack. They missed 
his fine arm and superb timing 
throughout most of the season, 
because he was In Washington during 
A· Term. 
The battle for the overall IM Trophy 
wlll continue throughout the year and 
KAP and LCA are the prime can· 
dldates. The question Is, can LCA 
overcome the KAP domination? 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
TO THE 
MANAGEMENT SOCIETY'S 
ANNUAL 
CHRISTMAS PARTY 
A BAND WILL BE PERFORMING 
IN THE GOATS HEAD PUB 
FROM 8 · 11 P.M. 
Dec.2 
Admission 
Is Free!! 
\ 
Management Society Members 
Please RSVP by Nov. 25 for the Christmas Dinner 
Ham radio 
Ever wanted to be a ham radio 
operator? Members of the WPI com· 
munlty wlll be able to study tor a Ii· 
cense this year, courtesy of the WPI 
Wireless Association. Members ol the 
campus club will provide instruction to 
prepare aspiring operators lor the 
Federal Communications Commission 
novice license. First you learn morse 
code and then prepare tor a written 
examination In radio theory and 
regulations. Covered will be learning to 
communicate with other operators 
anywhere in the USA or abroad. 
Over the years hams become good 
technicians and some operators In· 
volve themselves In publlc service. In 
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emergency situations, ham radios are 
usually able to operate when every 
other form of communication has been 
knocked out. Ham operators are also 
some of the country's best represer -
tatlves of 1nternat1onal relatlons 
Worldwide communications promote 
good will. 
If you are interested In learning the 
morse code, come to the first meeting 
in Higgins Laboratories (Room HL 221) 
next week on Tuesday the 25th of 
November at 6:30 p.m. When you have 
passed the license examination there 
is an excellent radio station right here 
on campus ... every wondered about 
those atennnas on top of Salisbury? 
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The biggest Computer Show ever 
held 1n New England IS ready to take 
place. Over $50 M1lhon v.orth of software 
and hardware for business. induslry. goverrment, 
educatlOl"I, home and personal use will be featured in 
100.000 square feet of display space. 
Computers costing $150 to $250.000. 1nclud1ng m1n1 and micro computers, 
data and v.ord processing equipment, telecommunications. office machines. 
electronic typewriters, penpheral equipment and services wrll all be on display 
and for sale (at special Show prices ) 
All the maior names like IBM, Wang, Burrovghs, Oantel. DEC. Xerox, N1xdon. 
Lanier. Radio Shack, Heathkit, Apple and Commodore Pet will be there, plus 
computerized video games, robots. computer art and computer music to enter· 
ta1n, enthrall and educate kids. spouses. and people who don't knOw a 
program from a rnem<l(y disk 
Don't miss the Coming of the Computers Show up for the Show Adm1ss1on 
$5 for adults- Children under 12 $2 when accompanied by an adult. 
THE NORTHEAST 
COMPUTER SHOW 
HYNES AUDITORIUM/PRUDENTIAL CENTER/BOSTON 
Parking for 10.000 cars or take MBTA lo Pru Cent8f 
THURSDAY- SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20- 23 
11 A.M. - 8 P.M. Thurs Sat. • 11 A.M.-6 P.M Sun 
Produced by National Computers Shows. Inc. (617) 739-2000 
• 
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WliAT'S liAppENiNG 
Tuesday, November 18 
Pub Happy Hour Entertainment featurmg "The Apple Creek Trio", 4:30 p.m. 
Games & Sporung Goods Salem the Wedge, 10.00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Mechamcal Engmeermg Department Colloqu1m, Dr. Frank Pittman, Robotics 
and Productivity, HL 109, 4:30 p.m. 
Thursday, November 20 
Colfehouse Entertainment featurmg "Feast or Fam me" m the Wedge, 9:00 p.m. 
Games & Sporting Goods Sale m the Wedge. 10.00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
CE Jomt Conference for active and professional members of American Insti-
tute of Steel Construction (A/SC), Kaven Hall. 1.30-8:30 p.m. 
Ramsey Clark, "Iran", Hogan Ballroom. Holy Cross. 8.00 p.m. 
Saturday, November 22 
Pub Entertainment featuring "Not the Beatles''. 8 ·30 p.m. 
Creativity Colloqwum. Higgins House 
Sunday, November 23 
Sunday Mass in the Wedge, 11 00 a.m 
Lens and Lights presents "North Dallas Forty", Hamngton Auditorium. 6:30 
p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 .00 
WP/ Brass Cholf Concert, Wedge, 2:00 p.m. 
Wind Ensemble, Wedge. 3:00 p.m. 
Creativity Col/oquwm, Higgins House 
Monday, November 24 
ASC Thanksgiving Food Drive, Dan1els Hall. 8:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m 
WP/ Reading Workshop, poems of Robert Frost, Archives Room, 7:30 p.m 
Tuesday, November 25 
ACS Thanksgiving Food Drive. Daniels Hall, 8.30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
... WPI used as political stage 
(conflnwd trom ,_,,. 2) 
Joseph Carter, who is on the WPI board of 
trustees and chairman of the board of 
Wyman-Gordon This idea was pursued by 
the WPI administration and President 
Cranch, and a lecture series on 
underdeveloped countries was created 
around Smrlh's speech Whether by pnor 
knowledge of the school or not, Smith gave 
a speech very favorable to the needs of 
Wyman-Gordon as a corporation and very 
close to the ideas that the members of rts 
bOard hold The rhetonc and style of hrs 
speech were very misleading. HIS use of 
free world versus non-free world 
disregarded any queslton as to what was 
free about the country he had lead No 
mention was made of the lack of freedoms 
imposed on blacks 1n AhOdes a His use of 
this cold war rhetoric ls pe11cularly 
dangerous on a campus as depolit1c12ed as 
WPfs People tell easy prey to a well 
spoken speech and a gentlemanly manner. 
Also. this is the first speaker of a political 
nature to come to WPI 1n quite a while. and 
previous pohtacal speakers have been 
refused by the school Finally, Smith was 
presented 1n Newspeak and 1n the 
1ntroduct1on to his speech as a patriot and 
poht1cian without menlton of his history or 
anything of question about his past acts. 
Some perspective to Smith's speech was 
attempted by a speech given prior to 
Smith's by a Zimbabwean student at Clark. 
This was not arranged by the 
admin1stra11on as Smith's speech was. but 
was arranged on short notice by the Forum. 
This speech was reasonably well attended, 
yet people were kept from entry into the 
speech by several women who were 
posted at the doors to the lecture hall. It is 
not clear where these women came trom 
and why they had been told to prevent 
people from entering, although they were 
telhng people not to enter because it would 
disturb .the talk inside. People were allowed 
10 come In during Smith's speech The 
resutt. whether Intended or not. was to 
minimize the ellect of this additional 
viewpoint and presentation. Who's idea 
was ltus and who did 11 serve? 
I think there are several important issues 
al stake here By having a person like Sm 1th 
to speak at WPl. we are leg1t1mizing his 
point of view by providing an audience and 
format in which to present 11. 
This 1s particularly true since an 
opposing point of view was not presented 
and was even resisted. We as a school 
should not be used as a political platform. 
even for members of our board of trustees 
and companies which contribute money to 
the school We have hm1ted resources and 
time to bring speakers, and we must put 
some prionttes on how these are used Was 
Smith a priority? Also, how 1s freedom of 
speech being protected at WPI considering 
the wlllingness of the administration to 
provide a format for a speaker like Smith 
while a similar formal has not been 
provided tor other speakers in the past? 
Can we be so naive as to ignore the 
implications of speakers who come lo WPi 
and the interests that they serve? Are the 
people who brought Smith this naive, or do 
they know what message they want to 
present? 
"SKIING THE BIG ONE" 
INTERSESSION. COURSE #BC126 
SPONSORED BY THE WP/ RECREATIONAL 
SK/CLUB 
A WEEK LONG SKI EXPERIENCE AT 
SUGARLOAF USA 
COST$150 
INCLUDES 
6 NITES LODGING 
5 DAYS SKIING 
2 FULL MEALS/DAY 
BEER PARTIES 
JAN.15 · 21 
PRE-REGISTRATION THRU 
FRAN FRAN POLITO BOX 615 & BOB WRIGHT BOX 1608 
A DEPOSIT OF $50 IS DUE BY DE.C. 5 
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